Variability in talkers' fundamental frequencies shapes context effects in speech perception.
The perception of any given sound is influenced by surrounding sounds. When successive sounds differ in their spectral compositions, these differences may be perceptually magnified, resulting in spectral contrast effects (SCEs). For example, listeners are more likely to perceive /ɪ/ (low F1) following sentences with higher F1 frequencies; listeners are also more likely to perceive /ɛ/ (high F1) following sentences with lower F1 frequencies. Previous research showed that SCEs for vowel categorization were attenuated when sentence contexts were spoken by different talkers [Assgari and Stilp. (2015). J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 138(5), 3023-3032], but the locus of this diminished contextual influence was not specified. Here, three experiments examined implications of variable talker acoustics for SCEs in the categorization of /ɪ/ and /ɛ/. The results showed that SCEs were smaller when the mean fundamental frequency (f0) of context sentences was highly variable across talkers compared to when mean f0 was more consistent, even when talker gender was held constant. In contrast, SCE magnitudes were not influenced by variability in mean F1. These findings suggest that talker variability attenuates SCEs due to diminished consistency of f0 as a contextual influence. Connections between these results and talker normalization are considered.